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Dear fellow NMOSD researchers,
Thank you for your interest in the PAMRINO study! PAMRINO is the partner study to the
Collaborative Retrospective study on retinal OCT in NMOSD (CROCTINO) and will collect and
analyze MRI data from NMOSD patients.
This handbook will guide you in your clinical data upload to REDCap and MRI DICOM transfer via
TeamBeam.
It is a prerequisite that only anonymized data are transferred to the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study
Team. As such, you are required to label all data using an individual CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID for
each patient/healthy control. The processes of assigning the CROTINO/PAMRINO ID,
preparation of your MRI data, and transfer of the MRI and clinical data will be outlined in this
manual.
Please do not hesitate to contact the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team in case you have any
questions concerning the project at:
CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team
Phone: +49 30 450 539 727
Email: pamrino@neurodial.de , croctino@neurodial.de
Note for participation
The PAMRINO project (PI Friedemann Paul, Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany) will
investigate MRI changes in NMOSD in a large multicenter supported by the Guthy Jackson
Charitable Foundation.
The authorship policy for PAMRINO advances under the aegis of GJCF-ICC. Specifically, while the
active participants, e.g. dataset contributors, will have the option to be included the byline
authorship, all ICC members will have the opportunity to prospectively review and provide
input to any manuscripts, and agree or decline to be recognized as part of the byline or
affiliated authorship as their contributions warrant.
After PAMRINO is finished, all MRI datasets will be available through the NMO imaging
repository, NOIR. All collaborators can gain access by request to the Guthy Jackson Charitable
Foundation. All data uploaded needs to be anonymized and are not allowed to contain any
personal information. By uploading data you confirm that this is the case and that you have the
rights to upload the data.
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1. Assigning the CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID
It is necessary to anonymize patient data that are transferred to us. As such, you are required to
label all data with an individual CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID for each patient. This ID consists of a
code for your center (e.g. BER for Berlin), and underscore, and consecutive four-digit numbers
for each patient (e.g. BER_0001, BER_0002, BER_0003, …). Please use the same ID as in
CROCTINO if the patient is in both the CROCTINO and PAMRINO studies.
If you do not know your center’s ID, please contact the PAMRINO Study Team.
We recommend storing a de-identifying list of the CROCTINO/PAMRINO IDs used for patient
data from your center, as exemplified in the table below.
CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID

Internal ID

Subject Name

Date of birth

Group

BER_0001

ID04444

Doe, John

13/06/1971

NMOSD

BER_0002

ID05343

Dear, Jane

19/02/1980

NMOSD

BER_0003

ID09393

Skywalker, Luke

04/05/1955

NMOSD

BER_0004

ID07878

Simpson, Lisa

23/07/1970

NMOSD

BER_0007

ID09838

Cane, Candice

25/12/1981

Healthy Control

BER_0008

ID03435

Brown, Charlie

14/11/1973

Healthy Control

We will be sending you an Excel template and an ID assignment sheet for your convenience.
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2. MRI DICOM preparation
Please submit only original MRI scans as DICOM files to ensure that all scans undergo the same
quality control and parameters are calculated and evaluated using the same MRI analysis
methods. For this, we offer you the online data service of our reading center. Here, you can
comfortably transfer your files as described in the following sections.
Before sending Berlin your anonymized MRI DICOMs, a data transfer agreement (DTA) must be
made between your center and the PAMRINO Study Team center in Berlin. Please contact us for
further information about the DTA.

2.1 DICOMs from Local PACS
In PAMRINO, we will analyze parameters from all MRI scans your center has collected, thus, all
images that are associated with your patients/healthy controls may be used.
It is most common for MRI centers to save their MRI scans in a picture archiving and
communication system (PACS). This is where your DICOMs from the MRI are saved to from the
MR scanner computer. These image files can be downloaded from the PACS to an external
computer through an internet connection and a server which is center specific. If you do not
know how to export/download MRI DICOM files, please ask your local MRI technician or
imaging center.
For organized data sharing, we recommend the following procedure for the export/download of
your MRI scans:
•

•

•

Create a directory on the computer where you intend to download the MRI scans (e.g.
C:\Desktop\PAMRINO_Export). Then create a folder for the patient whose data you
intend to download and name it with their CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID consisting of your
three-character center ID and a four-digit consecutive number (e.g. BER_0001).
The images from the PACS system can be exported/downloaded as zipped files, which
contain all the MRI scans from one patient visit (please refer to Figure 1). Save the .zip
file in the respective directory you have created before. Please do NOT change the
image files from the raw DICOM files.
PAMRINO is open to collecting longitudinal data. If available, you can export/download
your patient visits into the overarching patient directory and create new subfolders for
each visit, named with the CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID and an additional underscore and
consecutive numbering for each visit (e.g. BER_0001_1, BER_0001_2, BER_0001_3, …)
(please refer to Figure 1 for an example of how to create the file directory).
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Example of MRI DICOM export/download options and file structure to use.
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2.2 DICOM metadata anonymization
Although you have saved the DICOM files in a file structure using the CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID
(e.g. BER_0001_1), the MRI scans have patient information saved in them that must also be
anonymized. Prior to transferring your image files to us, we would suggest using an online, open
access tool that has been validated by our center, to anonymize the fields in your DICOM
headers (where the metadata is saved). If your center has a method to anonymize the metadata
in the DICOM headers already, please contact us at the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team to
inform us of your center’s procedure to ensure that all fields that are required to be changed
are correctly changed/wiped.

2.2.1 Download Tudor Anonymization Tool
1. Using an internet browser, visit the site
http://www.santec.tudor.lu/project/dicom/download and download the latest version
of the Tudor Dicom Viewer (at the moment version dicom_viewer_1.9.30.zip).
2. Save the .zip file on your PC/Mac on your Desktop or on the same drive as your DICOMs.
3. Unpack the Dicom Viewer .zip file:
a. PC: right click on the Dicom Viewer .zip file and select “Extract all” to unzip it
b. Mac: double click on the Dicom Viewer .zip file to unzip it
4. Open the extracted Dicom Viewer folder.

2.2.2. Anonymization procedure
1. Since the Tudor anonymizer tool will overwrite the original DICOM files, please duplicate
the DICOM .zip file:
a. PC: right click on the DICOM .zip file and select “Copy”; afterwards right click in
the overarching folder and select “Paste”
b. Mac: right click on the DICOM .zip file and select “Duplicate”
This will create a copy of your original DICOM .zip file as shown in this example:

Once this step has been completed, follow all steps for anonymization with duplicated
.zip file only.
2. Please unpack the duplicated DICOM .zip file:
a. PC: right click on the DICOM .zip file and select “Extract all” to unzip it
b. Mac: double click on the DICOM .zip file to unzip it
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3. Go in the Tudor Dicom Viewer folder and start the anonymizer program:
a. PC: double click on the
“Dicom_viewer.exe” file

a.
b.

b. Mac: run the
“Dicom_Viewer.sh” file
in a terminal with the
command ./Dicom_Viewer.sh
as shown in the
following example:

b.
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4. A Dicom Viewer GUI will open. Please click on the “Anonymize Dicom Files” button:

5. Another window will open. Please follow these steps:
a. Click the “choose” button and browse for your unpacked DICOM folder (e.g.
“BER_0001_1 – Copy”).
b. Enter the CROCTINO/PAMRINO subject ID followed by the visit number in the
field “NEW Patient ID” (e.g. “BER_0001_1” for subject BER_0001 and the first
visit; “BER_0001_2” for the second visit).
c. Enter the CROCTINO/PAMRINO subject ID in the field “NEW Patient Name” (e.g.
“BER_0001”).
d. Unselect the checkbox “remove Patient Additional Information”.
e. Unselect the checkbox “remove Manufacturer Information”.
f. Unselect the checkbox “rename Files to _anon.dcm/_header.dcm”.
g. Click the “run” button. The button will be grayed out while the program is
running.
h. Wait until the “run” button is not grayed out anymore. Afterwards you can close
this window.
Steps a. to g. are also shown in the following screenshot:
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2.2.3. Checking anonymization results
To double check, if the anonymization procedure has worked well, you can also use Tudor
DICOM Viewer.
NOTE: The DICOM headers can be checked using any DICOM viewer. The following example is
using Tudor DICOM Viewer in case you do not have another DICOM viewer.
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Please follow these steps:
1. In the Tudor DICOM Viewer GUI click the button “Compare DICOM Headers”:

2. You will see a screen like this:

a.

b.
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Please follow these two steps:
a. Unpack the original NOT anonymized DICOM .zip file as described in 2.2.2 step 1.
Click the “select file” button on the right side (a.) and browse for the original,
NOT anonymized DICOM folder.
Make sure that you browse through this folder until you find a .dcm file!
It does not matter which of the .dcm files you choose.
b. Click the “select file” button on the left side (b.) and browse for one of the .dcm
files in the DICOM folder you have just anonymized (e.g
“BER_0001_37492.dcm”).
Browse through this folder and choose the .dcm file with the same name as
you have chosen in step a. (in this example “BER_0001_37492.dcm”).
3. You will now see a comparison of the two DICOM headers (anonymized header vs.
original header) as shown in the following example.

The left-hand side shows the original DICOM metadata highlighted in red, where the
institution information should be changed. The right-hand side shows the anonymized
DICOM metadata, highlighted in red, where the Patient’s Name and Patient ID has been
changed to the CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID for that patient, and the birthdate has been
changed to the first day of the month and year.
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4. Now you can create a .zip file of the anonymized patient DICOM folder:
a. PC: : right click on the anonymized DICOM folder and select “Send to” ->
“Compressed (zipped) folder”
b. Mac: right click on the anonymized DICOM folder and select “Compress”
5. After anonymization, please follow section 2.3 to upload the anonymized MRI data via
TeamBeam to the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team.

2.2.4 Sending anonymized MRI DICOMs using Team Beam
The anonymized MRI DICOMs must be transferred to the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team
through a secure data transfer method over the internet. Therefore we provide TeamBeam, an
easy-to-use online platform for secure image data transfer.
After a data agreement has been made between your center and Berlin, please visit the
PAMRINO-TeamBeam website: https://neurodial.teambeam.de/pamrino
and follow the instructions below. All mandatory steps are in bold. Steps 1-7 are highlighted
using green labelled arrows in the figure on the next page.
1. Select your preferred language on the right top corner.
2. Enter your name.
3. Enter your email address.
4. Enter the CROCTINO/PAMRINO subject ID (e.g. BER_0001) for the current subject. If
you don’t know how to name your subjects, check the PAMRINO manual or contact us at
pamrino@neurodial.de
5. If you want, you can leave us a message here. Otherwise, you can leave this field blank.
6. Select your anonymized MRI zipped files by clicking the “Browse” button.
Alternatively, you can drag-and-drop the files into the space below the “Browse”
button.
Please only choose MRIs from one patient to transfer at a time. You may choose all visits
for the same patient, but not multiple patient files at once.
Important note: Please de-identify and rename your MRI files with the respective
CROCTINO/PAMRINO ID as described in the manual before upload!
7. Transfer the selected images by clicking the “Send” button.
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TeamBeam image transfer GUI for the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team. Please follow steps 1
– 7 to transfer your MRI DICOMs to Berlin.
Please note: We will not accept or download any files sent to us that are not MRI images (i.e. no
PDFs, or other documents).
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3. eCRFs/Clinical Data Upload
A web-based platform (REDCap) for sharing demographic and clinical data of the subjects is
used for data collection. Please access the following website for filling the electronic Case
Report Forms (eCRFs) using any internet browser (e.g. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome,
Opera, etc.):
https://redcap.utahdcc.org/redcap/

3.1 REDCap Tutorial
Have your Center-ID ready (sent to you by Email), as well as the CROCTINO/PAMRINO Subject
IDs for your patients (Center-ID, underscore, followed by four consecutive numbers, e.g.
BER_0001).
To access the CROCTINO/PAMRINO REDCap project, you are required to get an account from
the Data Coordination Center (DCC) of the University of Utah. If you do not have an account yet,
please fill in the EDC User Agreement form (send to you by Email and also available on our
website http://www.neurodial.de/nmosd), scan it, and send it to pamrino@neurodial.de. We
will then create an account for your center as soon as possible. The following steps can also be
seen in our video tutorial under “Files & Documents” on our website.
After logging in to REDCap, please follow these steps:
1. Click “My Projects”.
2. Choose the CROCTINO/PAMRINO project by clicking “CROCTINO/PAMRINO”.
3. Select “Add/Edit Records” from the left side navigation menu.
4. Select the correct arm your subject belongs to:
a) for NMOSD patients, select “Arm 1: NMOSD patients”
b) for healthy controls, select “Arm 2: Healthy Controls”
5. Enter a CROCTINO/PAMRINO subject ID (e.g. BER_0001) next to “Enter a new or existing
CROCTINO/PAMRINO Subject ID” as shown below and press the “Enter” button on your
keyboard.

This figure shows how to choose a patient record to create or edit an existing patient record in
REDCap.
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6. Afterwards you can start filling in the eCRFs for this subject.
Please note that records can be saved at any point and revised at a different time point.
7. Please leave Form Status (“Complete?”) on “Incomplete” if you plan to continue later. Once
you are done filling it out, set Form Status on “Unverified” as shown below.

The “Form Status” eCRF should be kept on “Unverified”, such that our reading center may check
for record completeness or for any errors and contact you if any problems are found.
8. Please repeat steps 3-7 until you have filled all eCRFs for all subjects and their
corresponding visits.
NOTE: Each MRI DICOM set should be associated with clinical visit data within +/- 3 months
of the scan date.

Thank you again for participation and feel free to contact us if you have any
questions or comments!
CROCTINO/PAMRINO Study Team
Phone: +49 30 450 539 727
E-Mail: pamrino@neurodial.de
Web: http://www.neurodial.de/NMOSD
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